One of the clearer, biggest and most well founded lies is that our "Human Civilization" is only like 6000 years old, and that before this, people were pre-lithic monkeys coming out of Africa that did hardly ever have any civilization.

Let's see what idiotic lies these jews are feeding humanity, which are of course, in contrary to any evidence. From Google:

*Early civilizations arose first in Lower Mesopotamia (3000 BCE), followed by Egyptian civilization along the Nile River (3000 BCE), the Harappan civilization in the Indus River Valley (in present-day India and Pakistan; 2500 BCE), and Chinese civilization along the Yellow and Yangtze Rivers (2200 BCE).*

Now, what the Gentile who knows jewish Trinkology would do, would be to ask itself, let us examine from WHERE exactly this chronology has risen out from?

WHY are our Civilizations "only" 6000 years old in "Exactitude"? Why not let's say, 8000 years old, or 8500 years old?

Does in my heart or mind this sound normal that this "Civilization" of "ours" collectively began only 6000 years ago, one should ask?

Do I smell any fire here with this nonsense?

What of it makes sense if at all?

What does science really say?

Have I looked into the conflicting sources and out of the box at all?

The answer to the non-NPC brain will be that nothing makes sense, and that the famous Quote of Napoleon applies here: "History is the set of lies agreed upon".

Many researchers and smarter people however have thankfully devoted and are devoting their whole lives to move past these gigantic lies that the enemy is promoting to all of humanity.

The answer to this is probably one of the strongest testaments that we live in a jewish controlled world of lies. It's actually rather freaky if you think about it.
Except of the Calendar being literally forced to change over the lie of jew and his "Birth", namely, the Jewish Rabbi Jesus which is the biggest and most stupid hoax to ever take roots on the earth, the "6000" year Chronology is another humungous jewish lie that comes out of their...Torah.

The Torah literally says that "God" created this earth and this universe and world, only 6000 years ago. Creationist Christians and other insane people with full disregard to any proof or science, have went as far as to clearly hijack all scientific communities and enforce this nonsense into our literal historical continuum.

Any modern scientist that adopts just about "any" theory, will clearly know that our world is definitely NOT 6000 years old. The universe itself, even by conventional calculations, is either "infinite", or billions of light years old, and definitely NOT 6000 earth years old.

However, we are literally living in a Jewtrix of false information that claims that literally when the hoaxes of the jew began, the universe too began. How is that to show anyone the influence of this otherwise irrelevant desert tribe? This imposition is also a foolish modern pseudo-scientific imposition, no different than the birth of the Nazarene and our whole past that is shrouded in utterly foul lies.

For the stupid goyim, they will be given false interpolations on why this is the case. The person who is however aware of what the enemy's nonsense is and has in-depth occult knowledge, will know. The jewish "calendar" which the jews follow is a calendar that has 6000 years in it.

Again, from the nonsense of Google:

The Talmud, Midrash, and the Kabbalistic work, the Zohar, state that the date by which the Messiah must appear is 6,000 years from creation. According to tradition, the Hebrew calendar started at the time of Creation, placed at 3761 BCE. The current (2021/2022) Hebrew year is 5782.

You are literally living in a Jewtrix where all our past is being hidden from us, desecrated, vilified, and any form of real information is trashed.

You are literally being told the whole universe began when a jewish nonsense book was written by schizophrenics, that this is literally the beginning of "Civilization".

Contrary to all evidence, this somehow made it also into "science". And at this point one understands that one must unplug from the Jewtrix, because this is simply retarded to believe in.

For those who do not know, when the enemy aliens, or when the enemy takes over for that liking, like they did in Communist Russia or where their programs
are applied, or when they try to take over a planet, the first thing they do is the REVERSE of what the Gods have always tried to do.

The Gods try to maintain our memory and history, teaching us to build eternally focused civilizations and so on. The enemy promotes exactly the reverse.

The Gods always try to help us remember, teach us to write, to keep records, and were adamant for us to create megalithic structures, shrines, temples, or even go to the moon and other planets to keep our history going in the most accurate manner we could.

The enemy beings, merely, as they invade a planet, remove all the historical consciousness of mankind until nothing remains.

Even reading a basic history book on Egypt, all you will see is nonsense about Gender studies, foul false morals projected onto Egypt, and of course the general "air" that "these people were primitive and stupid", "insignificant" and so on.

The reality is however the average Egyptian of the past probably had 100 IQ points more than most of these infested idiots commenting on Egypt or what "Egypt was" based on some clay tablet that they understand with their own very small brain and their intensive need to prove the Ancient people as "Monkeys".

The same goes for all Pagan civilizations. The enemy also "un canonically" did "interrupt" our previous historical turn in the Golden Age of Ancient Greece, exactly on the time of the discovery of the trains that we discovered only a hundred of years ago from now. It appears this wasn't the first time either.

To state that we would have chances to be on the moon now, is not an understatement. To make matters even more "confusing" for our modern monkey brain and its fake force-fed lies, there are claims of Ancient people literally having stepped on the moon on a casual basis, in contrast to ourselves. Regardless opening this subject now may blow the modern monkey mind away, and go into the realm of "conspiracy theory", and therefore that is a subject for another time.

Libraries and the series of written information of our existence have been burned, kept in secret vaults, and what has remained, has been ostracized as "Pseudoscience" and "Things crazy people say". The above is despite of any evidence backing these claims, or the literal lack of any counter-arguments.

The enemy is dogma and they don't "argue". If they say everything got farted out of a jewish ass 6000 years ago, you got to believe it, and you got to make it into your scientific or existential reality.
The jews have an obsession in their occult texts with "erasing the memory" and "blotting the Name" of the Goyim, their "Gods" and everything that has ever been of importance.

Yes, the world's global history and all of its historical analysis has been forced by the Jews to conform to a false genealogy of literally the Jewish people themselves writing bogus insane nonsense.

We are living into the schizophrenic dream of Jews, who falsely try to claim that all of literal human history "began" with them and their 6000-year-old measly timeline. Granted all the lines we have been force fed, I have no reasons to believe the Jews have existed in this earth for more than literally 30 centuries, if even this.

Before this they were literally as irrelevant as lice. Nobody cared about them, and that's also the reason that the Ancient People didn't waste too many resources on dealing with them, since they hardly mattered.

Yes, it's true, jews matter less than lice in the history of this planet, but the problem is these jews now have been falsely and after 2000 years of hoaxing, rising to be a ruling power, to which issue the Gentiles have to endure their insanity. The last 100 years since their "Rise" have met us now with questions of perpetually being vaccinated like cattle, or getting brainchipped, or having to live in universalist Communism.

That's the price humanity has paid for allowing the lice to rule over them. The era where the Jewish Dogma had power, will be left in history as the "Dark Ages" where we went from "Almost Space Age" to literally a cattle farm where people beat other people for knowing calculus because it was "Of the Devil".

This time over, on the cusp of the Era of Aquarius, jews attempt exactly the same thing. As we go into increased learning, and manifestations of impressive technology or medical knowledge takes place, all they do is restrain, enforce, brutalize, and try to slow us all collectively down.

They are busy selling snake oil, trying to rip apart the legal Constitutional consensus or our lands, or trying to resurrect Jewish dogma such as christianity to keep us at the level of baboons again. Their war against spirituality and common sense does continue, and all they are interested in is how they will keep their monolithic nonsense going such as usurping whatever advances are happening for their "own advantage", which is aimed at nothing.

They certainly are not an "Ancient" people, and they only sicced on very late "Ancient" civilizations, let alone they were completely irrelevant but a parasitic bunch of nobodies for literally all these thousands of years.
Their creation as Rabbi Laitman claims, is that they were "seeded" here as an "infiltration" agency that looked like human beings, but had a purpose to literally subvert everyone. In regards to their origins, again from their Top Rabbi on the subject, was to "infiltrate and take over earth" from another "Dimension" and "Universe all-together".

All the heap of garbage against our past, has come from the Jews and the Jewish Dogma, which imposed itself irrationally and with brutal manners over the knowledge, science and spiritual capacity of all human beings.

Many people cannot articulate why this event occurred because to native human history, these desecrations never went that far. Your answer to why is the above claims of Rabbi Laitman. Because of human simplistic thought, we merely call this "Alien Attack".

Only the last departure of the Gods of this place [the last of them left 10,000 years ago], happened many ages ago. Even after the Gods have left, clearly, they left behind very powerful and semi-mythical civilizations ongoing as early as the Age of Taurus. These were even for later civilizations, considered models of civilizations.

Certain civilizations that the Gods have been running directly, such as the Atlantean civilization, are semi-mythical, with the inhabitants of these civilizations having not only ascended into the Godhead, but more than likely having left earth a very long time ago.

The real history of humanity from the time that the Gods have affected our history is about 52,000 to 72,000 "earth" years old by the modern heliocentric counting model. With the Lunar model of counting the months, we are closer to the latter.

The above constitutes already "written" history which was from the time the Gods had really advanced civilization here. An Ancient Greek Writer named Diogenes Laertius has already written extensively that from the birth of Alexander the Great [whose date we already know], the "birth of philosophy on earth" has occurred about 52,500 years ago.

That is, of our civilization as it has been known today. Many of the findings from Egypt, Sumeria and other Ancient Civilizations, date back not a measly 1000 years or whatever other nonsense, but actually even 20,000 years, such as the Pyramids of Egypt.

Those construction mathematics used to construct the Pyramids [which are also storehouses by their mere existence of astronomical information and therefore timelines], do give out some extensive information about our universe, the measurements from sun to specific planets, or our distance from specific stars
[Sirius, Orion, Aldebaran and other constellations where the Gods have extremely powerful presence].

The exactitude here is so high, that it one can in inverse calculate chronologies of specific pyramids, which go for tens of thousands of years' time.

The hominids that the Gods did evolve and teach through genetic engineering, were in the applicable form of such transference for possibly approximately a million years or more, based only on what science has found. Man, while not being a full ape at this level of development, certainly lacked specific abilities that the Gods have given us all such as the bone beneath the glottis [that allows speech], the more complex brain, "finer" features, and above all a highly advanced Pineal Gland. The Gods gave these freely to us and clearly this was only the beginning of our relationship and bond with the Gods, which have stayed on this place for what is recorded to be at least 52,000 years.

The Egyptians, do also explicitly mention that the Greek God "Hephaistos" was the Creator of Mankind, who fashioned mankind, known to them as Ptah. They built their very civilization which lasted tens of thousands of years, based on this very fact. They didn't build it believing they were apes that came from African or ape hominids. Sumerians and others also have been directly correlated to the Egyptians.

In Plato's works, the name Hephaistos is analyzed as the "most skilled in the knowledge or the embodiment of the light" [Cratylus], a God of the Light and Architecture but also science, and Ptah is also the "Fashioner" in the same sense. Later on, we had jewish nonsense telling us that "Lucifer" was an evil creature with horns that is the ultimate evil that everyone must hate.

Maybe this is one of their gigantic jewish nonsense hoaxes? Of course, it is.

Hephaistos was written to have literally hand-crafted the first human beings on earth, and has been documented of literally descending here. The same story is overlapped in the history of Enki and other mythologies, all of which speak of those who descended on Earth to create mankind. The allusion here to the modern "Lucifer" and lord of the "Light" should be evident.

We know of all of the above and in the context of the enemy and what lies they force feed the idiotic masses; we are closer to the Truth. Science is also repeatedly repressed with any theory, no matter how proven, is always squashed to promote jewish narratives such as the "Out of Africa" theory, and other nonsense that is used in a manipulative manner to claim that people need to become slaves of other people simply because of our construction.

As the Age of Aquarius happens, it will be impossible to stop the flow of information coming up to reveal many things about our past. Even through
present scientific discoveries all of the enemy Dogma has already collapsed upon itself.

Yet, the rush to lock people in pods where they are consciousness farmed is still the enemy's main goal, yet the upcoming Age will be for those who seek things an Age filled with prospects and spiritual knowledge.

The reason we follow Sat-An is because we are followers of seeking the Truth through all the available capacities we can in this level and in all eternity. We evolve and try to understand more and more of it.

No, our civilization is certainly NOT 6000 years old because some crazy Jewish Rabbis said so in the "Zohar" or other nonsense works of theirs.

Atrocious lies such as those of the enemy have become the norm today, but are poised to collapse as humanity advances. There is no reason to believe anymore in the lies of the enemy, nor anyone has any reason to do so.

Break free and embrace the Truth as much as you can, use your mind to think, and become an enemy of the dogma that wants humanity to return to the dust and terraform again into the ape state before the Gods affected us to be as Gods.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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